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Let G be a finite group and let p be a prime divisor of \G\. Let B be a
p-block of irreducible complex characters of G. It is straight forward to show
that the complex conjugates of the irreducible characters in B form another p-
block of Gy By say. B is said to be a real p-block if B=B. Brauer's concept
of the defect groups of a block is well known and has been extensively inves-
tigated. In this paper, we will show that if B is a real 2-block of G, there is a
related concept of extended defect groups of B, which can be explained in the
following manner. It is easily proved that a non-principal real 2-block has at
least one non-identity real defect class, K, say. The Sylow 2-subgroups of the
extended centralizers of the elements of K comprise a complete conjugacy class
of 2-groups, which we call the extended defect groups of K. We then show that
for a non-principal real 2-block, we obtain the same conjugacy class of 2-grouρs
for any choice of real defect class and associated extended defect groups. This
unique conjugacy class will be referred to as the class of extended defect groups
of the real 2-block. The principal 2-block is also real but is somewhat anomalous
in that it is the only real 2-block of maximal defect and its unique real defect
class is the identity class.
We obtain various general results on the number of real 2-blocks and, in
particular, show that if 2β is the 2-ρart of | G \ , the number of real blocks of
defect a—I equals the number of real 2-regular classes of defect a— 1. We
also show that, if B is a real 2-block of defect zero and vΰ is an involution that
generates an extended defect group of By then there exists a Sylow 2-subgroup
Q of G with Qr\Qw=l' This generalizes part of a well-known theorem of
Green on defect groups and Sylow intersections.
We mention here one example of how the conjugacy theorem for extended
defect groups yields group-theoretic information. Suppose that G is a simple
group of Lie type in characteristic 2. The block of G corresponding to the
Steinberg character of G is a real block of defect zero. Let w be an involution
that generates an extended defect group of the block. Using properties of the
Steinberg character, we can prove that any real element of odd order in G must
be inverted by a conjugate of zoy and consequently can be written as a product of
two involutions conjugate to w. Our Sylow intersection theorem for real 2-
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blocks shows that zϋ is derived from the long element WQ of the Weyl group of
Gy which transforms the set of positive roots into the set of negative roots.
The subject of real ^-blocks was introduced by Brauer in [1] and he ob-
tained a number of theorems on real ^-blocks valid for all primes p. However,
it seems to us that the prime 2 yields the best theory of real blocks. Various
results on real 2-blocks were obtained by the author in an earlier paper, [4],
but the present approach to the subject is independent of this previous work.
1. Introductory material
We assume some familiarity with block theory and refer to Chapter 15 of
[7] for background material. Let G be a finite group and let 8 be a primitive
I G I -th root of unity in the complex numbers. Let R be the ring of algebraic
integers in the field Q(£). Let P be a maximal ideal of R that contains the
rational prime py let A be the ring of P-local integers in Q(ε) and let πA be the
unique maximal ideal of A, where π is some uniformizing element. The finite
field F=A/πA is a splitting field of characteristic^) for G and all its subgroups.
Given a conjugacy class K of G, we let K~* denote the conjugacy class whose
members are the inverses of the elements in K. Let Z=Z(F[G]) denote the
center of the group ring F[G] and let K denote the class sum given by K— Σ x,
£.
the sum extending over all elements x of K. We can define an involutory
automorphism * on Z by setting
and extending to all of Z by linearity.
The ^-blocks of G correspond in a one-to-one manner with the primitive
idempotents of Z and also with the homomorphisms (central characters) Z^>F.
If the ^>-block B corresponds to the primitive central idempotent e and central
character λ, we will express this correspondence in the form B*-*e<-*\. We
recall that an irreducible complex character % of G determines a central character
ω by
π(&)=\K\X(g)lX(l) (modπA),
where g is a representative of the class K.
Now if e is a primitive idempotent of Z, the idempotent e* must also be
primitive. Similarly, if λ is a central character, the function λ* defined by
χ*(#) = \(K*)
is also a central character. Clearly, if λ is associated with β, so that χ(e)=l,
λ* is associated with e*. We are now in a position to characterize real blocks
by showing that they correspond to idempotents fixed by *.
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Lemma 1.1. Let .B<->£<-»λ be a p-block of G. Then B is a real p-block
if and only if e*=e.
Proof. Suppose that B is a real ^ -block, and let % be an irreducible complex
character of G in B. Then we have λ=ω, where ω is defined as before. How-
ever X is also in B and so % defines the same central character on Z as % does.
Since %(g)='X>(g~1)y we see that
which means that X=λ* and thus that e=e*. The converse part is proved
in a similar manner. This completes the proof.
Suppose now that β«-»£<->λ is a p-block of G and write
e =
where the a{ are in F. Recall that a defect class for B is a class Kj such that
Lemma 1.2. Let B<r-*e*-*\ be a real non-principal 2-block of G. Then B
has a real non-identity defect class.
Proof. If we write e= Σ ai &h we have
Σ a{ K, = Σ «,- #? ,
since e=e* by Lemma 1.1. Thus the class sums Kf and K* occur in e with
equal coefficients. Now we break the sum for e into two parts,
where the first sum runs over real classes and the second over non-real classes.
We have
However, as B is real and F has characteristic 2,
= 2ak \Kk = 0 .
Thus there must be an index/ such that Kj is a real class, fl, Φθ and λ(/£y)φO.
Therefore, we have found a real defect class for B.
We claim now that Kj cannot be the identity class K
v
 For suppose that
the identity class is a defect class for B. It follows that B has maximal defect.
Now it is easily seen that the only real 2-regular class of maximal defect is the
identity class and therefore K
τ
 is the only real defect class for B. Thus our
reasoning above shows that
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Let μ be the central character of Z corresponding to the principal block. We
clearly have μ—μ* and μ(K1)=^l. However μ(e)— 0, as B is non-principal.
Repeating our argument above and using the fact that K± is the only real defect
class for 5, we obtain the contradiction
Thus we have shown that Kj is not the identity class and our lemma is proved.
Corollary 1.3. The only real 2-block of G of maximal defect is the principal
block.
The corollary was proved by Brauer in [1] using a different approach.
2. Conjugacy of extended defect groups
Let K be a class of G and let S(K) denote the collection of defect groups
of K for the prime 2. If K is a real class, the Sylow 2-subgroups of the ex-
tended centralizers C*(x) of the elements x of K form a conjugacy class of 2-
groups, which we call the extended defect groups of K. We let δ*(^) denote
the collection of extended defect groups. Unless K consists of involutions or
the identity, an element of 8*(K) contains an element of S(K) as a subgroup of
index 2.
We have seen in the first section that a real non-principal 2-block B has a
real non-identity defect class L. As is well known, such a class consists of 2-
regular elements. If K is another real defect class for B, we intend to show
that δ*(L)=δ*(K). Knowing this, the subgroups in δ*(L) can be called
unambiguously the extended defect groups of B. Before proving this, we will
prove a more general result that extends a well-known fact in defect group
theory.
Theorem 2.1. Let B*-*e<^>\ be a real non-principal 2-block of G. Let L
be a real defect class for B and let U be an element of δ*(L). Let K be any real
non-identity class of G. If \(K)3=0, U is contained in the extended centralizer
of an element z of K. Moreover, if K does not consist of involutions, U does not
centralize z.
Proof. Since λ is a homomorphism and L is a defect class for B, we have
Write
Kl = Σ mi
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where the K{ are classes and the m, are in GF(2). Since K, L are real classes,
we have K*=K, L*=L and thus (KL)*=KL, since * is an automorphism. It
follows that
i = Σ
We have then
The arguments of Section 1 can be applied immediately to deduce that there
must be at least one class sum Kj occurring in KL with m^ΦO, K~Kf and
\(Kj) Φ 0. Write / for this class Kj and observe that / is real.
Now let g be a fixed element of/ and put
W= {(x,y):x(ΞK,yζΞLyxy = g} .
It is well known that as m~ί in GF(2), | W\ is odd. Let S be a Sylow 2-
subgroup of C(^) and T a Sylow 2-subgroup of C*(g) containing S. Then,
unless g*=l, S has index 2 in T. We observe that as λ(/)φO, 5 contains an
element of 8(L) by Theorem 15.31 of [7]. Now S acts by conjugation on W,
with an element u of S sending the pair (xy y) to the pair (xu, yu). Define
W0 = {(x,y)^W: xu = x, yu = y for all u<=S} .
We have | WQ\ = \ W\ (mod 2), as S is a 2-group, and thus \W0\ is odd. Now
if(x,y)^W0, S is contained in Sylow 2-subgroups of C(x), C(y). However,
as y£ΞL, a Sylow 2-subgroup of y is in δ(L). Since we saw that S contains an
element of δ(L), it follows that S is in δ(L). (The argument so far is part of
the usual proof of the conjugacy of defect groups of a block.)
Suppose, if possible, that £2=1. Then for (x,y) in W0, we have
χy=g=g-1= y'1 x'1 = (y-1 χ~l y) y~l .
Since K, L are real classes and y'1 x~λy, y'1 clearly commute with S, the pair
(y~1x~1y, y'1) is in W0. The association of (x,y) with (y"1 x~ly, y~l) is in-
volutory and thus, as WQ has odd order, there must exist (x, y) in W0 with
X — y~lχ~ly , y = y'1 .
This implies that j>2=l and hence y=l9 since y is in a defect class and must have
odd order. However, as B is assumed to be non-principal, Corollary 1.3 shows
that B cannot have maximal defect and thus the identity class is not a defect
class. Therefore, we see that £2Φ1 and S has index 2 in T.
Take t in T — S and any (x, y) in W0. Then we have
*y=g =
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where v=(y*)~l (x*)~1yt, w—(yt)~l. Since t normalizes S, we check that (v, α?)e
WQ. Thus with the pair (x, j>), we associate the pair (v, w). However, this as-
sociation is involutory, as t2 is in S and hence centralizes x and y. Again, there
must be a pair (a, b) in WQ with
Thus t is C*(ό) and therefore T must be in δ*(L), since it has the appropriate
order (recall that S is in δ(Z/)). We also have
and thus a is inverted by bt~l. Since b has odd order, we can write b=b~2r for
some integer r. Set d=b' ' . Then we have
Since d commutes with 5, we see from the calculation above that d~lTd is con-
tained in C*(α). Thus our theorem holds with U=d~lTd and z=a. The final
sentence of the theorem is obvious, since a is inverted by bt~ly which is in U.
This completes the proof.
Corollary 2.2. Let B<^e<^\ be a real non-principal 2-block of G and let
K, L be real defect classes for B. Then we have δ*(L)=8*(K).
Proof. Let U, V be elements of δ*(L), S*(K), respectively. Since
), the previous theorem shows that U is contained in an element of δ*(K)
and V is contained in an element of δ*(L). The corollary is now clear.
In view of the result just proved, we let δ*(5) denote the conjugacy class
of subgroups δ*(L), where L is any real defect class for B. Similarly, S(B)
will denote the class of defect groups of B.
Recall that the Frobenius-Schur indicator £(%) of an irreducible character %
is given by
In [4], we proved that a real 2-block always contains a real -valued irreducible
character % of height 0 with £(%) = !. Making use of the work above, another
result of [4] on the existence in a real 2-block of real-valued characters % with
— 1 can now be stated more precisely.
Theorem 2.3. Let B be a real non-principal 2-block of G. Let U be an
element of δ*(JS) and V the subgroup of index 2 in U that is in δ(β). Let V
denote the derived subgroup of V. Then B contains a real-valued irreducible char-
acter % of height zero with £(%)= — ! if and only if U/V is a non-split exten-
sion of V/V.
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3. Estimates of the number of real 2-blocks
There are a number of general results that bound the number of />-blocks
having a given defect group in terms of the number of ^-regular classes having
the same defect group. In this section, we will show that most of these results
have analogues for real 2-blocks.
Lemma 3.1. The number of real non-principal 2-blocks of G that have
defect group V and extended defect group U (where \U: V\=2) does not exceed
the number of real non-identity 2-regular classes that have defect group V and ex-
tended defect group U.
Proof. Let el9 •••, et be all the primitive central idempotents of Z corres-
ponding to the real 2-blocks with defect group V and extended defect group
[7, and let \19 "sX, be the corresponding central character. We have
where δ, y is Kronecker's delta. Write
ej = Σ */. £
s
where the sum runs over all 2-regular classes K
s
. Then we obtain
We have seen in Section 1 that if K
s
 is not a real class, its contribution to the
sum above is cancelled by the contribution of Kf . Thus in the sums above,
we need only consider real 2-regular classes.
Take now a real 2-regular class K
s
 for which ajs X t (^ f s) Φ 0 for some i, j.
The work of Section 2 shows that V<=S(KS) and U<=δ*(Ks). It follows that
if Klt ••-, Kr are the real 2-regular classes with Feδ(^)> t/eδ*(lQ, l<i<r, our
sums above can be replaced by
Thus the txr matrix whose (i, s) -entry is \i(K
s
) has rank t and therefore t<r,
which is what we wanted to prove.
A well-known theorem of Brauer and Nesbitt states that for an arbitrary
prime/), the number of ^ -blocks of G that have maximal defect equals the num-
ber of />-regular classes of maximal defect. We show next that there is an
analogous statement for real 2-blocks whose defect is one less than maximal.
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a finite group of even order and let U be a Sylow
2-subgroup of G. Let V be a subgroup of index 2 in U. Then the number of real
2-blocks of G that have defect group V equals the number of real 2-regular classes
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of G that have defect group V.
Proof. In a previous paper, [5], we showed that the number r of 2-blocks
of G that have defect group V equals the number of 2-regular classes Kiy 1 <
z<>, for which Feδ^ ). Let λ1? •••, \r be the central characters corresponding
to these r blocks. The rank estimation technique used to prove Lemma 3.1
shows that the r Xr matrix E whose (ίJt/)-entry is λf (^  ) is invertible.
We define now an action of a cyclic group H generated by an element g
of order 2 on the class sums by
and an action on the central characters by
-\ g _ \ *A, — Λ t .
We see that H permutes the rows and columns of the matrix E, and we have
Since H is cyclic and E is invertible, a suitably modified version of the usual
characteristic zero Brauer permutation lemma implies that the number of λ,
fixed by H equals the number of Kt fixed by H. But since λt is fixed by H if
and only if λ, arises from a real block, whereas Ki is fixed by H if and only if
Ki is real, we conclude that our theorem must be true.
Although we are concentrating on real 2-blocks in this paper, the method
of proof of Theorem 3.2 yields information on real ^-blocks of maximal defect
for odd p, as the next result shows.
Theorem 3.3. Let p be an odd prime. The number of real p-blocks of G
having maximal defect equals the number of real p-regular classes of maximal defect
ίnG.
Proof. Suppose that K19
 m
 ,K
r
 are the ^-regular classes of G of maximal
defect. Let λj, •••, λ
r
 be the central characters of the r ^-blocks of maximal
defect of G. The proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that the rXr matrix E= (λ^ /t,-))
is invertible. Following the proof of Theorem 3.2, we define an action of a
cyclic group H of order 2 on the rows and columns of E. We can deduce
our result by applying Brauer's permutation lemma (again in a suitably modified
form to deal with the fact that we are not working over a field of characteristic
zero).
Theorem 3.3 reduces to the well-known theorem of Frobenius and Schur
on the number of real-valued irreducible characters of G if we choose p not to
divide \G\.
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4. Extended defect groups and Sylow intersections
A well-known theorem of Green, [6], states that if Q is a defect group of
a p-block of G, there is an element g in G that centralizes Q and a Sylow p-
subgroup P of G such that PΓ\Pg=Q. In particular, if G has a ^-block of
defect zero, two Sylow ^-subgroups of G intersect trivially. In this section, we
intend to give a refined version of this latter fact for real 2-blocks of defect zero.
We use a modification of Scott's proof of Green's theorem, as described in
Goldschmidt's book, [3].
Let G act as a permutation group on the finite set Ω and let Dly •••, Dr
denote the orbits of G acting on ΩxΩ. For each i, and g in G, define
**(*)= \S*(g)\.
The functions 0t are called orbital characters. It is easy to check that they
are class functions on G. For each orbit Z>, , define the orbit Z>, * by
The orbit Di is said to be self-paired if D—D^.
Lemma 4.1. θ^g) = θfa-1)
Proof. This follows since a^S^g) if and only if
Using the fact that θ{ is a class function, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. If g is a real element of G, θi (g)=θi(g).
The following result is proved in [3], 12.9.
Lemma 4.3. Let G act on Ω and let θ be the permutation character of this
action. Let θh \<i<r, be the orbital characters. Then for each irreducible
character % of G, there exist algebraic integers ai9 \<i<ry such that
If we follow the proof of this result in [3], it is not hard to obtain the next
lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Assume the notation of Lemma 4.3. If % is real-valued, vie
have df f = a,-*.
We can now proceed to the proof of our main result on Sylow intersections
and defect groups. We follow the argument of [3], 12.12.
Theorem 4.5. Let % be a real-valued irreducible character of G of defect
zero modulo 2. Let g be any element of a real defect class for the block of G as-
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socίated with % and let t be an involution of G that inverts g. Then there exists
a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G that contains t such that P ΓlP*=l.
Proof. Let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and let Ω be the set of right
cosets of Q in G. The permutation character θ of G acting on Ω equals lg.
Since % vanishes on non -identity elements of Q, we have
(%5 θ) = (X, lg) = (%Q5 1Q)*0 (mod 2) .
Set I Df \ — I G: Q\niy where ni is a power of 2 dividing | Q \ .
Let g be any real element of G with %(^)^0 (mod πA). By Lemma 4.3, we
have
(x, *)%(£) - 1 G: Q\ -1 Σ %ακ 0, ωκ .
Since /z,- is a power of 2 dividing | Q \ and %(1) is divisible by the 2-ρart of | G \ ,
all the terms in the sum above are 2-local integers in A. We also know that
the sum is non-zero modulo πA. As % is real -valued, we have ai=ai* by
Lemma 4.4, and as g is real, θi(g)=θ^(g). Moreover, n—n? for all i. Thus,
we can see that there must exist an index i such that
ί=i*, «,= |ρ|, θt(g) is odd.
This means that the orbit D=D{ is self -paired and | S^g) \ is odd.
We claim now that the cyclic group generated by t acts on S=Si(g). For
let β<=S. We have (βy βg)<=D, from which it follows that (βt, βgt)<=D. As
gt=tg~1, we see that (βt, βtg~l}^D, and as D is self-paired, we have (βtg~l> βt)
eZ) and thus (βt, βtg)^D. This means that βt^S and proves our claim.
Since S is acted on by a group of order 2 and | 5 | is odd, there must be some
β in S with βt=β. Let /? correspond to the coset Qx. Then we have t^Q*
and (£)#, Qxg)^D. If we set h—xgx"1, we have (Q, Qh)^D and since |Z)| =
I G I , it follows that
Thus £)* Π Qh~lχ=l and if we put P=QX, we have
P n P ^ — 1 and
This proves our theorem.
Corollary 4.6. L<tf B be a real 2-block of G of defect zero and let t be an
involution that generates an extended defect group of B. Then there exists a Sylow
2-subgroup Q of G that contains t and involution u conjugate to t such that
Proof. Let x be an element of a real defect class for B that is inverted by
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t. By the previous theorem, there is a Sylow 2-subgrouρ Q containing t with
QΓ\Q*=l. But Q*=Qtx and it is well known that u=tx is an involution con-
jugate to t. This proves the corollary.
5. The Steinberg character of a group of Lie type in even charac-
teristic
Let Jz be the algebraic closure of a finite field k of characteristic 2 and let
G be a connected simple algebraic group defined over k. Let G be the fixed-
point subgroup of a Frobenius morphism of G. Then G is said to be a finite
group of Lie type. G has a unique irreducible character % of 2-defect zero,
called the Steinberg character. In particular, % defines a real 2-block B<^>e*-*\
of G. Moreover, if g is any 2-regular element of G, | X(g) \ =2-part of | C(g) \ .
It follows that if K is the conjugacy class containing g,
l (mod 2)
and thus X(Jt)=l. We obtain an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 5.1. Let G be a group of Lie type in characteristic 2 (as defined
above). There exists a unique conjugacy class C of involutions in G such that
every real 2-regular element of G is inverted by an element of C. Equivalently ,
each real 2-regular element is a product of two elements of C.
To describe the class C in more detail, we recall some information about
root systems. Let Φ be the set of roots associated with G and let W be the
Weyl group of G. Let Π be a fundamental system of roots. If Φ+ denotes
the set of positive roots with respect to Π and Φ" the set of negative roots,
there exists a unique involution WQ in W with z00(Φ+)=Φ~". Sometimes w0 is
called the long element of the Weyl group, since it is the unique element of
greatest possible minimal length when expressed as a product of fundamental
reflections. In general, zo0 depends on the choice of Π, although it is deter-
mined up to conjugacy. For certain types of G, WQ acts as — / on Φ and is
thus unique for all choices of Π. This occurs when G is of type B
nJ D2n, G2,
jF4, E7 or EB. In such cases, it can be shown that all 2-regular (semisimple)
elements of G are real.
We will show now that the conjugacy class C of Theorem 5.1 is related to
ZUQ in a straightforward manner. Let U be a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of G, generated
by root subgroups corresponding to roots in Φ+, and let B= UH be the nor-
malizer of U, with H*Γ\ t/=l. Let N be the normalizer of H in G. Then we
have
Since H has odd order, there exists an involution of N that represents WQ in N/H
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and for brevity, we will also let WQ denote such an involution. With this nota-
tion, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.2. The conjugacy class C described in Theorem 5.1 is the class
containing the involution w0.
Proof. We know that there is an involution t in C with t/ Π t/*=l. Now
by the Bruhat decomposition, we have G=BNB. Thus we can write t=bncy
where ft, c^B and n^N. Since b normalizes U, we have
UΠUS= 1, s=b~ltb.
We put
s = neb — nd ,
where d=cb^B. Again we must have
U Π U" = 1 .
However, it is known that in this case nN equals the element zoQ of
(see, for example, Section 8.4 of [2]). Thus we can write n=w0h, for some h
in H. Put d=uh'y with u in [/, h' in H. Then we have
s = w0huh' = w0vg ,
wheie v e C/, g e H . As $ is an involution,
1 = wQvgwQvg
and since z00 is an involution, we have
The element on the right is in B, that on the left is in F, the Sylow 2-subgroup
of G generated by root subgroups corresponding to roots in Φ". Since BΓ\
J7— 1 by Lemma 7.12 of [2], we must have v=l and thus
Now g has odd order and so g=g2r for some integer r. Then
* = w<>g = ^ o/r = <?"r^o/
It follows that s is conjugate to z00 and hence C contains w0ί as required.
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